
Clothing 
(All clothes pictured are good) 

 

Wholesome, feminine, honest, natural, unique 

Real, every-day, “normal”; own clothes 

Emphasise femininity; girlish, not “womanly” 

Casual, comfortable, form-fitting 

Dressed down, not up: casual 

Femininity, girli-ness, as opposed to matronly 

Revealing lots of skin, or very form-fitting, or 

  gaping / glimpse opportunities, or all three! 

Thinner fabric; threadbare, well-used clothes 

More layers preferred, draw out tease 

Interact with clothes. Wear it. Use it. Remove it. 

Keep some on longer (eg, unbuttoned shirt) 

Put some back on at end (eg, hoodie) 

Undress slowly, “unwrapping a present” 

Start shoot with clothes on, maximise tease 

Bras are close to breasts a lot of the time; 

 Imbued with girl; sweat, perfume, skin smell 

 Older (more used, bad elastic) is better 

 Brand-new bras are not preferred 

 Never select bras that shape breasts too much 

Panties Close to intimate areas for long periods 

 Older and threadbare is best; losing elastic 

 Show form and texture of model 

 Feminine patterns best; twinsets good 

 Crotch stains good; poo stains bad 

 Lace, print; comedic panties are fine 

More than just tops and bottoms! 

 Observe specifics at any university or mall 

 Eye-glasses encouraged (not sunglasses) 

 Hairclips, scarves, bracelets, necklaces, hats, etc 

 Quirky is good; remove long necklaces with bra 

Swimwear: Only if she's near, at or in water! 

Shoes are not required, but can be worn 

 Never heels; ballet shoes good 

 Barefoot is fine; flats are fine 

 Feet must be clean if inside 

 Feet a little dirty if outside is ok, cleaner better 

 Just socks are fine; flip-flops are fine 

Legwear: Tights / pantyhose good  

 Stockings / pull-ups good; playsuit ok  

 But, never with suspender-belt! 

Uniforms: Ideal if real, used, complete and realistic  

 eg, generic delivery, gardener, hockey, tennis,  

 business suit, hi-viz road worker, etc.  

 Task specific good (eg, yoga) 

 Never commercial uniforms (eg, McDonalds) 

 Never a costume or a caricature 

 Never play dress-ups!  

NO Stripper costumes; no leather pants 

NO black clothes; no baggy clothes 

NO t-shirt / padded bras 

NO furs; no corsets. 

 


